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Southem Califamia Edison Company
23 PARKER STREET

INVINE. CAL WORNIA 927141

June 4, 1993
WALT E F10.. MAHSH Y t L EPHONE

As997 ANf uANAnts (71434S4 4403
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555 .

Gentlemen:
,

;

Subject: Docket Nos. 50-361 and 50-362
Defense in Depth During Plant Outages
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
Units 2 and 3

This letter provides information oa Southern California Edison's practices for
equipment availability during plant outages. This information is provided in
response to a request from the NRC Project Manager for San Onofre Units 2 and
3.

The primary consideration in planning outages at San Onofre is safety. We

have implemented a philosophy of " Defense in Depth," based on NUMARC 91-06, in.

outage planning to ensure sufficient equipment, including instrumentation, is
maintained available to provide both a primary and an alternate or backup
method for control of each of the Shutdown Safety Functions. Operations
verifies each day that this equipment set is available as planned.

Defense in depth planning includes:

Providing systems, structures, and components to ensure backup of*
'

Shutdown Safety Functions using redundant, alternate, or diverse
methods;

Planning and scheduling outage activities to optimize safety system*

availability;
,

Providing administrative controls that support and/or supplement the-

*

above elements.

In addition,.the Nuclear Safety Group performs a comprehensive outage safety
assessment based upon an expanded version of our Individual Plant Evaluation
(IPE) for each refueling outage. The purpose of this assessment is to
evaluate the probability of either fuel damage or inventory heatup during the
various plant configurations throughout the outage including reduced inventory
operations, fuel transfer operations, Spent Fuel Pool operations during full
core offload, and midloop operations with the reactor fueled. If the results
of the outage safety assessment indicate a higher probabilistic risk than is
judged prudent, compensatory measures are implemented or plans are changed to
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reduce the risk to acceptable levels. The results of.these evaluations have
led to plant configuration changes or outage sequence changes in the last two

- refueling outages which yielded significant gains in shutdown safety.

In summary, in addition to meeting technical specification requirements,
defense in depth planning and outage probabilistic safety assessments are used
at San Onofre to identify risk reduction actions. These risk reduction
actions are evaluated and implemented wherever reasonable.

If you have any questions concerning this information, please let me know.

Sincerely,

alb D

cc: J. B. Martin, Regional Administrator, NRC Region V
C. W. Caldwell, NRC Senior Resident Inspector, San Onofre Units 1, 2&3
M. B. Fields, NRC Project Manager, San Onofre Units 2 and 3
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